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Hi all:
1. Hopefully you already noticed that the two equations of problem-1 of homework-6 have an open bracket missing, that is, please read the
expressions "exp(..." as "exp((..." You find the correct equations on page-111 of my notes or on page-478 of Cushman-Roisin and Becker (2011).
2. There are still 4 people who still have to grade and return their mid-term exams. Please do so on or before friday.
3. I also like to remind you to do the course evaluations at
http://www.udel.edu/udsis-students/courseevaluations.html
before May-16.
4. The final exam will be available for pick-up at my office May-22 starting 8am. There will be 10 reflective questions on comprehension of content
that do not involve "calculations" along the lines of questions-2 of homework-6 (1/3 total), there will be one question involving "calculations" along
the lines of question-2 of homework-4 (1/3 total), and one open-ended critical thinking, applied, experimental design, scaling question (1/3 total)
along the lines of e-mail exchanges I have with electrical engineers in Denmark. This exam is comprehensive and ALL course material is fair game.
It will be an open-book, open-everything exam that you will have to return to me before 8pm May-22 in my office or at the Deer Park. Should you
chose the Deer Park option, I will buy you a beer and/or a meal.
andreas
Andreas Muenchow
Associate Professor
University of Delaware
302-831-0742

mail: muenchow@udel.edu
web: http://muenchow.cms.udel.edu
blog: http://IcySeas.org

On Mar 23, 2012, at 7:02 PM, Andreas Muenchow wrote:
Hi all:
I posted the new homework at
http://muenchow.cms.udel.edu/classes/gfd/GFD-h03.pdf
as well as the notes of this past week. It is due the thursday after spring break, April-5, I'll return it April-6, and we will have our mid-term April-12.
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